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Notes
This scene is almost at the end of the script, so hopefully this adds some context!
•

Ida is a Siri/Alexa-type digital assistant, who just today got the biggest upgrade
ever experienced by a computer program. Different people are adjusting to this
new reality differently.

•

The "Ida" who has lines in this scene is on Anne's phone. (Except for "Megan's
Ida," which is on Megan's phone)

•

Anne and her Ida had just about come to blows the moment before Megan walks
in here. (Ida can't hit--she's a phone--but she did just tell Anne that Megan's
taking her job.)

•

Twenty minutes/pages ago, Megan fished a cookie out of a box of them in the
company break room and made an offhand comment about having a "cookie
problem." Anne is riffing off that now.

MEGAN:

Oh those cookies are still here! Our Idas said everyone in
finance needs a break. Come back with me. You can carry
one of these boxes.

IDA:

Here's your chance for interdepartmental relationship
building. Go ahead, take a cookie break.

ANNE:

I'd rather not.

IDA:

Command: take a break with Megan.

ANNE:

No!

MEGAN:

Your Ida is kind of bossy. What'd you do to make that
happen?

ANNE:

Nothing. She's just like that.
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IDA:

It was a joke.

MEGAN:

Ida knows what you need. Sounds like you need more
guidance than most of us.

ANNE:

She just told you to eat even more cookies. Did sugar just
become the new superfood?

MEGAN:

What are you, the fat police?

ANNE:

I'm just saying maybe Ida has no idea what you need. Look,
you're always complaining about your pants being too tight.

MEGAN'S IDA:

Megan doesn't have a weight problem, Anne.

MEGAN:

That's right!

IDA:

Are you projecting your own weight issue onto everyone
else, Anne? Your journal entries from last week show some
troubling tendencies.

ANNE:

You stay out of this!

MEGAN:

Don't worry, Anne. I'll stay out of this.
MEGAN STOMPS OFF.

